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CONSTANCE MOOFUSHI MALDIVES, AN ISLAND PARADISE
A true gem in the Indian Ocean, Constance Moofushi in the Maldives has recently been
refurbished by Studio MHNA, ensuring guests enjoy the ultimate luxurious desert island
experience.

Soft white sand beaches, sapphire seas and towering coconut trees further

enhance this paradisical island resort located in the South Ari Atoll.

Viewed from above, Constance
Moofushi is an emerald pearl set
in the turquoise blue gradient that
is typical of the archipelago.
Studios MHNA have used the
beauty of the ocean and the vivid
colour palette of the surrounding
nature to give the resort a new
and natural freshness.
In the water villas they have used turquoise tones harmonised with fawn and ivory and alternating stripes, fish
patterns and cut coral designs to exude an atmosphere of calm, daydreaming and gentle cruising. In the
beach villas there is a nod to the exuberant natural foliage with a palette of greens and vivid flower patterns
that awaken the entire decoration.
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A new collection of contemporary furniture,
inspired by travel pieces from around the
world, decorates the different spaces of the
hotel and brings freshness, modernity and
novelty. Lamps made of rope, a large shell
chandelier, back-lit columns made of bottles,
vibrant sofas, whitewashed bricks and neon
lights are just a few of the additions. There’s
even a new Grill Lounge, adding extra
character and providing a real focal point
while guests chill under bamboo pergolas playing games, reading or simply relaxing with a drink.
With its brand new atmosphere, exceptional service and deserted
white beaches, Constance Moofushi is the destination of choice
for travellers in search of calm and pleasure. Hugely popular with
scuba diving enthusiasts who appreciate its teeming coral reefs, its
manta ray colonies and the very special sunset boat trips, this little
piece of the Indian Ocean provides the idyllic island retreat. “No
shoes, no news” is the motto here, allowing guests to truly escape
from everyday life.

Henri Arnulphy, Managing Director of Constance
Moofushi
‘The authentic and contemporary decoration, reflecting the
breaktaking nature that surrounds us, have given a modern rein
terpretation to the island. White sand, coconut palms, turquoise
sea ....all the ingredients that make a perfect Maldivian holiday are
here.”
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Marc Hertrich and Nicolas Adnet from Studio MHNA
‘Sensitive to the protection of nature and sustainable development, we focused on using recovered and transformed
wood, recycled glass, raffia and shells. Some of these materials have been combined with elaborate and colourful
fabrics and materials in order to create vibrant spaces, all different from each other and all breathing happiness and
the joy of living”.

Constance Moofushi Maldives, between sky and lagoon.
Up to 40% off the price on all-inclusive rooms, for a limited period of time.
Offer valid on all room categories, until April 10, 2021.
For more info visit: constancehotels.com

A private isle in a blue water paradise
Constance Moofushi is a private island in Maldives’ South Ari Atoll, a diving paradise 25 minutes by seaplane
from Malé. An all-inclusive eco-resort with barefoot-gastronomic dining in two restaurants, and two tropical
bars. Constance Hotels and Resorts is an Indian Ocean expert offering unique experiences, here guests spot
manta rays and dolphins, dine with feet in cool lagoon waters and night-troll for fish with locals. A ribbon of
villas stretch out to sea on stilted jetties, 56 Water Villas (66m2), 30 Senior Water Villas (94m2) and 24
Beach Villas (57m2). Activities include marine biology talks, beach volleyball, cookery classes, wine tasting and
watersports. The Constance Spa offers bio-marine treatments overlooking crystal seas.
For more details: www.constancehotels.com
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